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A Whale of a History: Dirigibles in Virginia
by Linda Burdette
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n August 7, 2012, for the first time in decades,
a military dirigible flew over Lakehurst, New
Jersey. The U.S. Army was testing one of its latest developments - the U.S. Army Long Endurance Multi-

Intelligence Vehicle (LEMV.) Outfitted with intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance equipment,
this airship is capable of remaining aloft for more than
21 days at altitudes greater than 22,000 feet. Roughly
300 feet in length, the airship has a 2,000 mile radius



of action and its fuel consumption is less than 1/10
that of comparable aviation platforms. Truly a step
forward in technology, those familiar with dirigibles will know that this is also a step back into the
past, when dirigibles
were the workhorse of
the aviation fleet, long
before airplanes became
capable of handling
large loads. Dirigibles
have been developed
and used since 1878,
when noted balloonist John Wise piloted
a Caesar Spiegler-constructed dirigible.
Many names are used
for various types of dirigibles, the most common being “blimp” and
“Zeppelin.” By definition, any motor-driven
lighter than air craft
which can be steered
and flown against the
wind is a dirigible.
However, dirigibles may be of rigid, semi-rigid, or
nonrigid construction. The most common name
for the nonrigid dirigibles is “blimp.” This name
was actually British in origin. While conducting an
inspection of a British blimp, Lieutenant A.D. Cun-

ningham flicked the envelope of the gasbag with his
thumb and the taut fabric made a sound like ‘blimp’.
He gleefully began calling the airship a Blimp and the
name stuck. During World War I, the Navy personnel
stationed in England picked up the name, bringing it
home and establishing it in American lexicography as
the name for nonrigid dirigibles.

Upon completion of the tests, the SC-1 was flown
to Fort Omaha, Nebraska, the home of the Signal
Corps School. Because of SC-1, Fort Omaha was
for a while the first permanent military airfield in
the U.S. But for unrecorded reasons, by 1913 the
Army had scrapped both SC-1 and the base at Fort
Omaha. This attitude continued throughout World
War I when the Army operated French observation
Zeppelin is actually a “brand-name” of dirigible. balloons but did not venture back to airships.
Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin, a retired German
Army officer, designed very successful rigid dirigibles Possibly because of Army apathy toward the airand established a company under his name to pro- ships during World War I, the Joint Airship Board
duce them. The Count’s designs were so successful assigned the U.S. Navy the mission to pursue rigid
that people in Europe, and eventually the U.S., began airships. Nevertheless, despite the Joint Airship
referring to all dirigibles as Zeppelins.
Board, in 1919, the Army tried to contract with the
Zeppelin Corporation for a post-war airship, but
The first dirigible in the U.S. was probably the Califor- was forestalled by the Secretary of War. Undeterred,
nia Arrow, a 53-foot airship built by Thomas Baldwin the Army then looked to acquire a variety of blimps
in 1904. In 1908, Baldwin sold the US Army Signal from other countries, particularly France and Great
Corps a nonrigid dirigible powered by a 20 horsepow- Britain. And Langley Field, Virginia, figured highly
er Curtiss engine. This small blimp could travel just in the Army plans. The Army’s first blimp, the A-4,
under 20 mph for just over 2 hours. Called the SC- operated primarily from Langley until it was trans1, or Signal Corps 1, this airship
was tested at Fort Myer, Virginia,
during the summer of 1908 by a
fairly prestigious group of Army
officers: Lieutenants Frank Lahm,
Benjamin Foulois, and Thomas
Selfridge. Lahm and Foulois
later went on to become generals
in the Army Air Service. Lahm,
retiring as a Brigadier General, is
considered the “nation’s first military aviator.” Foulois retired as a
Major General and served as the
Chief of the Air Corps. Selfridge
was an extremely accomplished
aviator whose career was tragically cut short when he was the
first person to die in the crash of
a powered airplane. As a matter
of fact, the team was just completing the testing of the dirigible
when Selfridge accompanied Orville Wright on a flight in September 1908, and died ferred to the new Balloon and Airship School at
in the historic crash of the Wright Military Flyer.
Fort Scott, Illinois.



At the same time, the Navy was moving forward
with the purchase of numerous types and sizes of

dirigibles. Although the Navy concentrated much
of its development at the Lakehurst facility in New
Jersey, the growth of military bases in the Virginia
tidewater area guaranteed that some of the work
would be there. The Navy stationed some of its
first airships in the Norfolk and Hampton Roads
areas.
As so often in aviation history, the beginnings of
the dirigible were dangerous and never for the faint
of heart. As many lessons were learned through
tragic accidents as through the dedicated study
of design and engineering. One of the first catastrophes occurred on 7 July 1921, when the Navy’s
C-3 blimp burned at Naval Air Station Hampton
Roads, Virginia, as soon as it was removed from
its hangar.
But the developments and the lessons soon continued. Earlier that same year, the Army had
purchased the Roma, a semi-rigid T-34 airship
of Italian design and construction, for $250,000.
At 412 feet long and with an 82 foot diameter, it
had a gas volume of 1.2 million cubic feet; unfortunately that gas was highly flammable hydrogen.
The Roma was designed by Umberto Nobile and



his partners in the Stabilimento Costruzioni Aeronautiche (Aeronautical Construction Factory.)
Designed for trans-Atlantic
crossings, it was the largest semi-rigid airship in the
world at that time and, with a
maximum speed of 180 mph,
could carry passengers and
cargo at the unimaginably
rapid speed of 1 mile per minute. Like most semi-rigid dirigibles, it was built around a
rigid keel which enclosed the
passenger spaces and control
cabin, and had a metal-ribbed
nose cap. The body of the dirigible was the giant gasbag,
consisting of 11 cells of hydrogen and six cells of air, called
balloonets, into which additional air could be pumped if
the gasbag drooped or flattened. Six engines, 400
horsepower Ansaldos, were carefully mounted at
an angle to avoid slipstream interference between
the engines. Significantly, considering later events,
the ship’s rudder and elevator consisted of a huge
structure like a box kite, which was well astern of
the rest of the controls. This construction allowed
the airship to perform extremely tight maneuvers.
Even before purchase, the Roma was well known
in Europe because of its size, speed, and capabilities and after purchase, the U.S. Ambassador was a
passenger in a 300-mile trip from Rome to Naples
and back.
It was shipped from Italy unassembled and received at Langley Field in late September 1921.
Upon opening the crates, the workers found that
the fabric skin had mildewed. Mildewed fabric is
weaker than it should be, even after cleaning, so
some weeks were consumed in repair/replacement.
The Roma finally made its maiden voyage in the
U.S. from Langley Field, Virginia, on November 15,
1921 and while the test flight was satisfactory in all
other respects, the Army Airship Service was quite
disappointed in the performance of the Ansaldo

engines and decided to replace them with more
powerful Liberty engines. One can speculate that
this decision might have been influenced by national pride as much as military requirements.
The Liberty engine was possibly America’s greatest technological accomplishment during World
War I. Well known and respected for its efficient
power and ability to operate at higher altitudes, it
was constructed by the American auto industry,
which had churned out over 20,000 of them for
the war effort, and which continued to manufacture them afterward for both military and civilian
use.
In February 1922, the new engines were installed
and tested and the airship was cleared for flight.
So, on February 21, 45 crew and passengers
boarded the airship; 150 men held the lines tethering the airship to the earth; and at 12:45 they
cast away for the launch. The airship performed
beautifully. Cruising at 500 feet, it made for the
Chesapeake Bay and then turned south along the
Virginia shoreline toward Old Point Comfort.
Passing Fort Monroe, it headed toward Willoughby Spit and on toward the
Navy base in Norfolk. Along
the way, crowds were awed by
the sight of the behemoth airship gracefully dancing across
the sky, and the crew happily
waved at the throngs.

gree angle and rocketing toward earth. The pilot
tried to shoot for a relatively safe spot on the golf
course of the Norfolk Country Club or even the Lafayette River beyond it. Either area would be preferable to the scrubby fields and roads surrounding
the depot. Passengers and crew began to toss items
overboard to lessen the weight. Witnesses on the
ground, painfully aware that the airship was in serious trouble, could only look helplessly as tools,
spare parts, and furniture fell from the stricken airship.
Unfortunately the pilot didn’t make either of the
safer sites. The airship dropped into a small field
bisected by a road and a high-voltage power line.
The latter was the death knell for the Roma. As the
nose of the Roma hit the ground, the fabric of the
gasbag brushed the electric line and over a million
cubic feet of hydrogen exploded. That explosion
was followed by a second when the gasoline tanks
of the six Liberty engines erupted in their turn.
For many hours, three fire companies battled the
resulting fire, but late into the night, the ship was

As they approached the Norfolk Naval Station, the crew
noticed that the rigid nose
cone was flattening on the
upper curve. The Roma suddenly pitched nose-first toward the ground. The keel began to buckle slowly and the
tail assembly began to detach.
Witnesses later recounted that
the stern rudder, that huge
box-kite structure intended
to increase maneuverability,
slipped to one side. In minutes, the Roma was at a 45-de-



still aflame as the Army’s greatest dirigible was reduced to ashes and twisted metal. Of the 45 men on
board, 34 were killed, 8 were injured seriously, and 3
were slightly injured. Virtually all survivors escaped
by jumping from the open windows of the keel as the
ship struck.
The subsequent investigation concluded that the
crash was caused by the failure of the Roma’s box
rudder system, but the results were far from conclusive. Others believed that the Liberty engines were
simply too powerful for the Roma and the stress of
the flight led to the structural failure. Regardless of
the cause of the structural damage which led to the
crash, the event inevitably ignited a debate over the
safety of using hydrogen in dirigibles rather than the
safer but less plentiful and more expensive helium.

short-lived as on October 17, the blimp caught
fire shortly after being removed from its hangar at
Brooks Field, San Antonio, Texas. Although there
were no fatalities, seven of the eight crew were injured, mostly by jumping from the craft to avoid
the flames. This accident was the final straw for
both Army and Navy as they announced that the
use of hydrogen would discontinue “as speedily as
possible.” It is worth noting that although the military ceased the use of hydrogen in the 1920’s, the
civilian use of that gas continued until the Hindenburg disaster in 1937.
Close on the heels of the Roma disaster and even
before the C-2 disaster, the Navy was pursuing the
use of helium in its dirigibles. It launched the first
flight of a nonrigid airship filled with helium on
December 1, 1921. LCDR Ralph F. Wood
piloted the blimp C-7 from Norfolk, Virginia, to Washington DC, launching a
new era for safety in dirigible use. The
C-7 was 192 feet long, 42 feet in diameter,
had a 6-man crew, and traveled at 45-60
mph.

This experiment with the C-7 blimp led
to the development of a rigid dirigible
filled with helium. Not only was this the
Navy’s first rigid dirigible, but it was the
first rigid dirigible in the world to use helium instead of hydrogen for inflation of
the gasbag. Initially designated the ZR-1,
it was constructed at the Lakehurst facility and completed its test flight there on
4 September 1923. Although this new
rigid dirigible was never stationed in Virginia, Mrs. Edwin Denby, wife of the Secretary of
This debate finally reached a conclusion, for the mili- the Navy, named it the U.S.S. Shenandoah, after her
tary at least, in 1922. In September, the Army’s larg- home in Virginia, when it was christened on 10 Ocest blimp, the C-2, made the first transcontinental tober 1923.
airship flight, from Langley Field, Virginia, to Foss
Field, California. The name of the pilot has been The Shenandoah did spend some time in Virginia
lost, but the co-pilot on this flight was Lieutenant in July 1924. The oiler ship, Patoka, was brought
Orvil A. Anderson, later Major General, who served into the Norfolk Naval Yard for extensive modias the Deputy Commander for Operations of the 8th fications to enable it to operate as the Navy’s first
Air Force and a leading strategic planner in World airship tender. One modification was the addition
War II. Unfortunately the C-2’s achievement was of an experimental mooring mast which reached


125 feet above the water and to which the airships
could be tethered. The Shenandoah was chosen to
conduct experiments with this construction and on
8 August, the Shenandoah and the Patoka had the
first successful mooring of an airship and a tender
ship.
In its two years of operation, the Shenandoah made
57 flights totaling 740 hours, including two coast to
coast flights in 1924. It was during the first of these
flights that its journey included Charlottesville,
Virginia. The newspapers of the day record that the
Shenandoah flew over the city on 7 October about
4:30 p.m. The pilot was Lt Cdr Zachary Lansdowne,
who throttled the Packard engines down to halfspeed so the populace could see the airship.
Unfortunately the Shenandoah’s greatest test came
on 25 September 1925, when it was caught in a violent storm over Noble County, Ohio, and 70 mph
winds tore the control cabin from the main structure and it crashed to the ground. Seven crew members, including Lansdowne, were killed instantly.
The Shenandoah hull broke in half and others were
killed when the tail section tore into a field. The
seven men in the bow section, still aloft, had been
sent there earlier to secure one of the bags of gas.
They clung to the bag and were trying to catch tree
branches when a farmer caught one of the trailing
ropes and tied it to a tree stump. This allowed the
men inside to jump to safety. Of the 43 men aboard
the Shenandoah, 29 survived.
While working with the rigid airships in the 1920’s
and 30’s, the Army Airship Service operated two
major research and engineering centers - Scott
Field, Illinois, and Langley Field, Virginia. New
designs were developed and tested and they operated a number of blimps at both locations until
1937, when Army Airship operations were terminated and the Army blimps were transferred to the
Navy. One of the major efforts in the 1930’s was
the ability to operate airplanes from airships. Their
theory was since the slow and large airships posed
such a tempting target for the enemy, they would
use the airships to transport smaller lighter fighter
airplanes to within reach of the enemy. Essentially

the airships were to function as “flying aircraft carriers.” Although other militaries had developed the
ability to release aircraft from the airships, the U.S.
Army was the first military in the world to fly an
airplane from the ground, hook it to a trapeze suspended from an airship, and thereby tether the aircraft to the airship. Eventually the Navy took over
this capability and the Army moved on to rigid airships.
Of course, World War II had a significant impact
on the development of dirigibles. The Navy increased its blimp forces to over 160 airships for antisubmarine patrols and the government constructed a series of blimp bases stretching from South
Weymouth, Massachusetts, to Key West, Florida,
for antisubmarine patrols. Although none of these
bases were in Virginia (the Weeksville, North Carolina, base being close enough to cover the Virginia
coast’s security), most of the logistical and maintenance support was provided from the Norfolk naval bases.
After the war, the Navy continued to develop dirigibles, increasing size, lift and endurance, but technological advances in other fighter aircraft and the
development of high-speed, deep-cruising submarines, made the dirigible technology all but obsolete. By the end of the 1960’s, the most iconic use
of the dirigible was the advertising blimp, which
has had a very successful run in both the U.S. and
Europe.
But for the history buffs, this new development by
the Army is good news. An old technology is being redefined and reused to good purpose in today’s environment and to support today’s military.
These dirigibles have a unique and proud ancestry
and we have the opportunity now to see history in
the making. Quite a win for everyone!
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